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1. INTRODUCTION
What is the Daventry Town Centre Vision?
The Daventry Town Centre Vision 2035 will set out how the town can change and evolve over the next 15 years and
beyond. Once put in place, it will provide a framework to help Daventry attract the sort of investment and development it
will need in order to achieve the aims of the Vision.
This report relates to the preparation of our findings of the first stage of consultation in summer 2020.

The process of developing the Vision
STAGE 1: Consultation

Summer 2020
We want to hear your views on Daventry town centre
STAGE 2: Consultation Findings Report

Autumn 2020
We’ll put the findings in a public report so everyone can see them
STAGE 3: Preparing the Vision

Autumn/Winter 2020
We’ll develop a draft Vision based on those findings
STAGE 4: Consultation on the Vision

Autumn/Winter 2020
Your chance to tell us what you think of the draft Vision
STAGE 5: Adoption and Implementation

Spring 2021
Your views will shape the final document so it can be adopted and put into action
4

CONTEXT
This report presents the results of the engagement and consultation on Stage
One of the Daventry Town Centre Vision 2035. This report sets out a number of
recommendations for what should be considered when preparing the 2035 Vision in
the next stages of the process. The consultation was held between 13th July and 16th
August 2020. The 2035 Vision will replace the currently adopted 2004-2021 Daventry
Town Centre Vision. This Phase 1 consultation was devised using a ‘blank canvas’
approach whereby consultation materials and discussions were developed without
applying any preconceived notions as to what Daventry Town Centre’s key issues and
opportunities are.
Troy Planning + Design were appointed by Daventry District Council and Daventry Town
Council in May 2020 to undertake Phase 1 (Stages One and Two) of developing the
Daventry Town Centre Vision 2035.
Given the unprecedented events of the Covid-19 pandemic, the original project
programme was reinvented to ensure that the consultation could be held entirely
virtually across a variety of digital platforms. The consultation comprised three separate
interactive workshops with Council Members (Daventry District Council and Daventry
Town Council), Council Officers and Partners (Daventry District Council and Daventry
Town Council) and Daventry’s well-established Business Forum; an online survey; a
virtual town tour (including drone video footage) and a website to communicate ideas
and hold all relevant consultation material.
The website included an ‘opt-in’ function for people to subscribe to newsletter updates
(to be distributed by MailChimp) relating to subsequent progress on the 2035 Vision.
Residents were made aware of the consultation by a hard-copy leaflet which was
circulated to 11,000 residents within Daventry Town Centre. Publicity through local
media outlets such as newspapers and radio interviews also helped to make people
aware of the 2035 Vision. For those unable to respond online, all consultees were also
given the option of responding to the survey with a printed hard-copy version.
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2. project Aims & key
topics
THE AIM
The aim is to develop a Vision to 2035 which attracts the types of investment and development that will meet the
future needs and aspirations of the local communities and those that work in and visit the town.
Please note, Phase 1 of this project will help to address this aim through establishing what the current and future
needs of the local community are.

TOPICS
Stage One of the 2035 Vision sought to develop a discourse and exchange ideas on a diverse range of topics,
including:
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3. ENGAGEMENT
The main aim is to develop a Vision to 2035 which attracts the types of investment and development that will meet
the future needs and aspirations of the local communities and those that work in and visit the town. Central to this,
the Daventry Town Centre Vision 2035 website and workshops included a variety of digital tools and material designed
to glean visitors’ and participants thoughts on the challenges and opportunities for Daventry Town Centre up to 2035.
The engagement process followed a three-pronged approach to engagement, based on the themes of
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‘awareness’, ‘inform’ and ‘consult’, as illustrated below:
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RAISE AWARENESS
At the outset of the consultation, a leaflet was sent to over 11,000 households within Daventry Town Centre to make local
residents aware of the consultation and its importance. The leaflet included key information regarding the aims and process
of developing the 2035 Vision, key consultation dates and how people can take part in the Phase 1 consultation. The leaflet is
presented at Appendix 1 of this document. In addition, Phase 1 of this project involved considerable publicity in local newspapers and radio interviews. Extracts from local news sources are presented in Appendix 2.

INFORM
The Daventry Town Centre Vision 2035 website provided a range of materials aimed to inform the local community. Key tools
included a ‘virtual town tour’ which provided an aerial view of Daventry Town Centre via application of drone footage as well
as Google Street View and Google Maps; a link to the former adopted Daventry Town Centre Vision (2004-2021) and webpages

two hours per session. Zoom joining instructions were circulated to attendees prior to the event.
Each workshop commenced with an overview of the aims and objectives of the 2035 Vision presented by senior officers from
Daventry District Council and Daventry Town Council. The initial overview was followed by a quick online poll, where participants were asked a series of questions relating to their perceptions of what the main issues and opportunities are within Daventry Town Centre. Results were live streamed during the session and were recorded for further analysis. The main workshop
activity was a reflective thought exercise where participants were asked what the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats were in the town centre in relation to six key themes. These themes were: economy/employment, the future of retail, accessibility and mobility, green infrastructure, social/demographics and design. Key information and supplementary questions
were presented for each of the above topics to conjure an engaging discussion on each of the topics. All points raised were
recorded within an interactive writing board (structured as a SWOT grid), and workshop notes were also made.

directing people to familiarise themselves with the aims and objectives of the 2035 Vision.

CONSULT
There were two formal methods for responding to the Phase 1 Consultation. These methods are discussed below:

Completing our survey
The local community were given the opportunity to provide their thoughts and ideas on Daventry Town Centre via our online
survey, which was accessible through the Daventry Town Centre Vision 2035 website from 13th July - 16th August 2020. The
online survey included a range of open and closed questions, which focused on the overall experience of the town centre, including questions which sought to pinpoint particular spatial areas for improvement as well as gathering information on what
the local community needs are and how we can best advance the quality and diversity of offerings within Daventry Town Centre.
In total, the Daventry Town Centre Vision 2035 website (https://daventry2035.com) received 6,673 page views in total, from
which 4,248 page views were from 1,447 users during the course of the consultation period. There were 670 valid responses
to the online survey, of which 463 respondents fully completed the online survey and 207 respondents partially completed the
online survey. In addition, 98 website visitors subscribed to the MailChimp newsletter. Full analysis of all survey responses can
be found at Chapter 5.

Participating in one of our three workshops
Three virtual workshops were facilitated during this stage of the Vision process. These workshops were held with Daventry’s
Business Forum (16th July), Council Officers and Partners (4th August) and with Elected Council Members (6th August). These
workshops were held to gauge perceptions on the current quality of Daventry Town Centre’s offering, how people currently feel
about the town and what the future vision should focus on. Attendee lists were developed internally within Daventry District
Council and Daventry Town Council. Each workshop was held virtually using Zoom software and ran for approximately
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4. workshop FINDINGS
Business forum workshop
A workshop with Daventry’s Business Forum took place in a virtual format on the 16th July 2020. The Business Forum
is an active group comprising a broad range of retailers and landlords based in Daventry and its surrounds. In total,
12 participants attended our workshop.
The main points raised during the Business Forum workshop have been reviewed and summarised below. These
headline messages are based on the six key themes which include: economy/employment, the future of retail, access
and mobility, green infrastructure, social/demographics and design.

ECONOMY/EMPLOYMENT
Accessibility issues
It was noted that a number of issues currently act as a physical barrier to strengthening the economy and employment
within Daventry Town Centre. Namely, many respondents raised the issue of accessibility, highlighting that free
car parking causes congestion within the town centre. Others suggested that the existing urban layout compels
workers to travel further afield to edge of town businesses, as the majority of larger-scale wholesale and distribution
employers were situated on industrial sites which offer ample space close to the major road network. Despite this,
some participants felt that these warehouse and industrial units could be improved to offer further employment
opportunities in the near future.

Affordability
Whilst the town centre is recognised as being capable of hosting both small and larger businesses, the issue of
affordability was raised in relation to costs associated with leasing spaces for small to medium sized businesses.

Drawing in employers
When discussing ways to draw employers into the town centre, one participant stated that the vacant land on Warwick
Street could be suitable for employment-related uses. Alternative ideas for the town centre included providing free
Wi-Fi and new multi-story car park, in addition to the delivery of new local training schemes.

THE FUTURE OF RETAIL
Retailers
Daventry’s independent retailers are considered a strong asset within the town centre. Some attributed the availability
of smaller premises (with smaller floorplates) as being key to their success. Many participants praised the diversity
and resilience of independent retailers, highlighting that the existence of such shops helped to reduce the economic
threat of both the Covid-19 lockdown and Brexit uncertainty within Daventry Town Centre. Despite this, it was
recognised that the current offering of national retailers (e.g. Waitrose) do help to draw in people from neighbouring
areas. Some participants stated that those living in nearby villages helped to boost the local economy through
travelling into the town centre to access goods and services.
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The market

SOCIAL/DEMOGRAPHICS

Participants highlighted that the current location of Daventry’s market along the High Street has resulted in reduced footfall
in adjacent shops. Others noted that the Market Square is inaccessible and is not particularly aesthetically pleasing due
to localised littering. Multiple participants floated the idea of re-locating the market to Market Square on the basis that the
existing car parking would be re-provided elsewhere.

Events and ‘culture sharing’ activities

Accessibility
A number of participants put forward untapped opportunities for encouraging more visitors to the town centre include the
provision of better public transport and improved infrastructure for cyclists. One respondent proposed that a new multistorey car park and/or improved parking on the corner of Warren Street would help to draw people in from further afield,
particularly those who reside in nearby villages.

ACCESS AND MOBILITY
Cycling infrastructure
Accessibility was considered one of the main issues facing the town centre. A key area of concern related to the lack
of cycling infrastructure. Many participants deemed the current provision of cycle paths, signage and cycle parking as
inadequate, citing a need for a safer and more legible cycle path network which connects to the wider area. With the above
in mind, many participants stated that there were opportunities to improve cycle paths within the town centre, including
the potential for a more legible walking and cycle route from the town centre to the Country Park. Additionally, participants
highlighted that there is scope for a bicycle share scheme within the town centre, as well as the potential for additional cycle
parking in central areas such as the open space adjacent to Buddies.

Generally, the key points raised expressed praise and appreciation for Daventry’s multi-cultured society. Participants spoke
more broadly about the differing social groups within the community, citing that individuals within these groups have a lot to
offer the local community. However, some respondents were concerned that certain groups were not engaged in community
events and/or decision-making at the local level. To address this issue, individuals highlighted that there are opportunities
for social mixing and ‘culture sharing’ activities within the town centre, potentially in the form of food festivals and/or art
fairs.

Former swimming pool
Other participants voiced their disappointment over the closure of the outdoor swimming pool. Many were optimistic that
the outdoor swimming pool facility could be brought back into use on the basis that it would be a focal point for the local
community.

Re-purposing unused buildings
With regard to the existing built form, some individuals stated that the Magistrates Court and Police Station are of poor
quality and are poorly placed. In the case of the Police Station, some participants felt that there is scope to move the Police
Station to an out-of-town location, whereas others stated that the Magistrates Court could be re-purposed to accommodate
community uses. Similarly, there was a general consensus that the Icon Centre and new cinema could have space designated
for arts and culture/community purposes. It was also noted that the needs of younger people are not currently met and
therefore new spaces designated for youths should be prioritised.

Congestion

DESIGN

Other key areas for concern included the accessibility in/out of the town centre by car, as many participants highlighted that
there was an issue with congestion – especially in the evenings. In addition, some individuals felt that the current provision
of car parking is inadequate.

High Street and Sheaf Street

Electric vehicle infrastructure
One participant raised the issue of inadequate provision of electric vehicle charging points, as currently electric charging is
confined to only the District Council’s car parking.
There was a general consensus that Daventry Town Centre should invest in future proofing its transport infrastructure,
particularly in relation to boosting electric vehicle infrastructure (including electric buses) and active travel means. It was
however noted that existing resident behaviours may pose a barrier to transitioning from car-dominant travel to active and/
or electric transport modes.

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
Country Park
The Country Park is regarded as a key attractor to Daventry, as are the variety of open spaces and tree coverage within
Daventry Town Centre. Despite this, many participants voiced their concerns over the lack of linkage between the town
centre and Country Park.

Open spaces used for community purposes
Others also considered that the Eastern Way open space should not be redeveloped as a school and should instead be
maintained as an open space (potentially with a bandstand) which is capable of accommodating cultural events such as
concerts. Some participants felt there was potential to redevelop the gazebo on Sheaf Street to become an area designated
for community use such as a multi-use event space and/or green space.
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Sheaf Street’s quaintness and historic character were deemed by many as a key attractor within the town centre. Key design
issues mainly focused on the aesthetics of existing elements such as poor-quality paving, street furniture and shop fronts
in areas such as the High Street and Sheaf Street. Some participants stated that the bandstand on Sheaf Street is currently
unfit for purpose and could benefit from being re-designed to ensure it usable and is of benefit to the local community. Many
felt that the High Street should be a high priority for investment.

Shop front guidance
Many felt that the shop front guidance (and grant programme) has lacked clarity in the past. It was felt that clearer and more
flexible shop front grant guidance would help to establish a coherent, streamlined process in the future.

Public realm
Soft street elements such as string lighting could be implemented to create a relaxed atmosphere within the town centre.
Others emphasised the importance of improving public spaces to make Daventry Town Centre more inviting and appealing
to those living and working within and outside the local area. One participant highlighted that the vacant gap between Lloyds
Bank has potential for improvement.

WHAT THE BUSINESS
FORUM TOLD US...

Free Wi-fi in town
centre
Improved public
transport
Re-locate market to
Market Square

Utilise vacant land

Appealing
public
spaces

Multi-storey car
park

THE FUTURE OF RETAIL

String
lighting

Vocational training
schemes

Flexible
shop front
guidance

Affordable
business premises

Outdoor
swimming pool
Events and
‘cultural sharing’
activities

ECONOMY/EMPLOYMENT

A legible route
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the town centre
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younger people

DESIGN

Provision of
electric vehicle
infrastructure

Designated
arts space

SOCIAL

Improved cycling
infrastructure

Preserve
Eastern Way open
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Redevelop Sheaf
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ACCESS AND MOBILITY

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
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OFFICERS and Partners workshop
A workshop with Daventry District Council and Daventry Town Council Officers and Partners took place in a virtual format
on the 4th August 2020. An email invitation was circulated internally by members of the project team prior to the event. In
total, 25 participants attended the workshop.

the weekly market also help to draw in local people. Some participants highlighted that the combination of both national
retailers and independent shops help to create the optimal setting for prospective shoppers. There was a general consensus
that those residing in nearby villages play an integral role in boosting the local economy.

The main points raised during the workshop have been reviewed and summarised below. These headline messages are based
on the six key themes which include: economy/employment, the future of retail, access and mobility, green infrastructure,
social/demographics and design.

Areas for improvement

ECONOMY/EMPLOYMENT
Independent retailers

Discussions within the workshop centred upon the lack of a unique retail offering within Daventry Town Centre, with some
also citing that the disjointedness of the town has created a distorted and dissatisfying shopping experience. Others
pinpointed the market, Bowen Square and the Foundry Walk as being areas most in need of improvement, both in terms
of the aesthetics of these settings and their relative retail offerings. It was acknowledged that a key challenge relates to
how landowners can be encouraged to invest in and improve their vacant premises.With the above in mind, the majority of
respondents felt that there is scope to improve the offering, attractiveness and pedestrian linkages within Bowen Square,
Foundry Walk and the market. Efforts to persuade landowners to improve their premises should be prioritised.

As was the case in the Business Forum workshop, many participants praised the diversity of independent retailers in the
town centre, highlighting that the strong local offering evoked a sense of pride within the local community.

The Business Forum

Physical setting

There was a general consensus that the business forum could play an integral role in advising on how/where improvements
should be made.

Others attributed physical elements, such as Daventry’s historic town centre, the range of premises available and its strong
strategic location with links to the A45, A5 and M1 roads as key strengths within Daventry Town Centre.

Out-of-town employment sites
With regard to the out-of-town employment sites, some individuals highlighted that the motor industry was a growing sector
within the local area. The logistics/wholesale trade was also a key sector which has remained relatively unharmed by the
coronavirus crisis within Daventry and its surrounds. Conversely, some participants noted that the retainment of out-of-town
jobs creates low footfall within Daventry Town Centre, with many local residents travelling to nearby towns such as Rugby
for work or to access goods and services.

Educational offering
The majority of participants voiced concerns over the quality of the educational offering and job opportunities available
for younger residents, with many worried that prospective employers may have reservations regarding the current local
educational offer. Compounding this issue further, some individuals stated that there was currently a high proportion
of low skilled jobs available within Daventry Town Centre. To counter the above issues, participants felt that are ample
opportunities to improve the local offering for younger people, with ideas ranging from the provision of a newly proposed
school; boosting the night-time economy and ensuring that the cinema fully caters to youths.

Sports
Some participants felt that there is scope to incorporate a greater range of sports and outdoor activities both within Daventry
Town Centre and the Country Park.

Wider threats

Digital marketing
Alternative marketing techniques and retail concepts such as a digital marketing platform (via a mobile app), social media
promotional adverts and pop-up shops were proposed during the workshop.

Wider threats
The uncertainty regarding the changes to use classes (particularly the implications of the new E use class) remained a key
threat to the future of retail within Daventry Town Centre.

ACCESS AND MOBILITY
Connectivity
A number of participants commented on the relative compactness of the town centre and the ability to easily access
different goods and services. Others highlighted that Daventry is in a strong strategic location, with good links to A-roads
and the M1.

Walking and Cycling Infrastructure
Whilst some participants noted that the low topographic gradient created optimal conditions for cycling, many stated that
the existing walking and cycling infrastructure was unsafe and non-intuitive. This may in part be due to the poor legibility
and lack of signage and lighting along these existing routes. Notably, the creation of legible walking and cycling routes
which connect Daventry Town Centre to key services (schools, the Icon Centre and offices), the Country Park and Long
Buckby Station was seen as a key opportunity by many.

In terms of perceived threats, Brexit uncertainty and grant funding uncertainty were a focal point of discussion within
the workshop. Officers also voiced concern over the implementation of the new E use class and its wider implications on
business operations within Daventry Town Centre.

Congestion on road network

THE FUTURE OF RETAIL

Residential development

Existing retail offer

Some also felt that there was scope to incorporate additional housing in central locations and urban extensions as part of
a larger initiative of increasing the number of daily transactions in Daventry Town Centre.

Generally, the participants spoke fondly of the High Street, Sheaf Street and Foundry Walk, stating that the warm local
character and offering of independent shops helps to boost footfall within Daventry Town Centre. Successful festivals and
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With regard to the road network, New Street and St James Street were both noted as hotspots for traffic and congestion,
as was Bowen Square car park. With this in mind, some individuals stated that the public realm of Bowen Square and its
associated car park should be including as areas for improvement within the Daventry Town Centre Vision 2035.

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
Borough Hill

Bowen Square and Foundry Walk

Participants identified Borough Hill and the Holy Cross churchyard as idyllic and characterful green spaces within the local
area. Despite this, some individuals highlighted that Borough Hill is not easily accessible by foot or bicycle. Subsequently,
it was noted that there is scope to improve the signage and access to the Borough Hill site.

Some individuals considered that areas such as Bowen Square and Foundry Walk were unwelcoming and that too much of the

Recreation ground

Supporting retailers

There was also a general consensus that the recreation ground could benefit from improvement, especially with regard to
landscaping and accessibility in-situ (including the path which leads from the recreation ground to Tesco).

To address the above issues, participants highlighted opportunities such as: the easing of regulations to allow for pop-ups

Country Park
In addition, others felt that there is an opportunity to increase the number of planters within Daventry Town Centre and
also bring the gateway of the Country Park closer to the built-up area of Daventry.

town centre was heavily focused on car-oriented development.

shops, the implementation of initiatives to encourage landlords to invest in their premises and the provision of more detailed
and coherent guidance on local building improvements.

SOCIAL/DEMOGRAPHICS
Community spaces
Generally speaking, many participants vouched for the strong community spirit and perception of safety within Daventry Town
Centre. However, the majority of participants voiced concern over the limited offering of leisure facilities and cultural activities
for young people, including the new cinema - which does not provide alternative spaces for cultural and community purposes.
To address this, it is considered that the Daventry Town Centre Vision 2035 should seek to incorporate a more diverse mix of
purposes (including cultural and community uses) within both the cinema and other existing buildings. The Rectro Bar was
earmarked as a potential site for community uses. It was also considered that new developments should seek out opportunities to include community facilities. One individual recommended that the Holy Cross Church could be a potential site for an
outdoor theatre experience (it is noted that this is currently being trialled in this location). A key challenge moving forward is
to ensure that the community facilities available cater to younger residents whilst also ensuring that they meet the needs of
Daventry’s ageing population.

Art
Alternative ideas identified included the need for more public art in Daventry Town Centre and the option of opening up the cinema to a more diverse range of uses (such as livestreaming theatre productions and concerts) and having spaces designated
for the arts.

DESIGN

Heritage assets
Daventry’s historic character and high-quality heritage assets were considered to be key strengths of the town centre. In addition, some individuals stated that Daventry Town Centre includes a number of shopfronts which are particularly well-designed
and well-maintained. Despite this, individuals felt that a number of these heritage assets have been neglected and are therefore
in need of improvement. There were also concerns that historic buildings do not currently generate enough income to sustain
themselves. Others raised the issue of listed buildings not being able to readily adapt to temporary, pop-up uses or more modern models of commerce. Some respondents floated the idea of transferring the ownership of historic buildings to the Council
or a Trust to ensure town centre buildings are rightfully maintained, and, where possible, enhanced.
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MEMBERS workshop
A workshop with Daventry District Council and Daventry Town Council members took place in a virtual format on the 6th
August 2020. An email invitation was circulated internally by members of the project team prior to the event. In total, 14
participants attended our workshop.
The main points raised during the Members workshop have been reviewed and summarised below. These headline messages
are based on the six key themes which include: economy/employment, the future of retail, access and mobility, green
infrastructure, social/demographics and design.

ECONOMY/EMPLOYMENT
Accessibility
Participants deem the low unemployment rates within Daventry and its rural and compact character as key strengths of the
town centre. Accessibility was also a key positive attribute within Daventry, as some individuals spoke positively about the
availability of car parking spaces in the town centre, ease of access in/outside the town centre and the new bicycle pass.

Employment challenges

Over-saturation of independent retailers
Other weaknesses included an over-saturation of independents, in so far that small independent retailers could no longer be
considered unique; and the lack of interest in Daventry’s weekly market - particularly from older residents.

Improved connectivity
In addition, new bus links serving a wider network (connecting Daventry to major shopping centres) and the pedestrianisation
of streets within Daventry Town Centre could help to stimulate local economic growth.

Wider threats
Perhaps unsurprisingly, the majority of respondents regarded uncertainties relating to the macro-economy i.e. Covid-19 and
Brexit impacts, the rise of online shopping and the growth of nearby towns such as Rugby as key threats.

ACCESS AND MOBILITY
Walking and cycling infrastructure

Many voiced their concerns over Daventry Town Centre’s inability to retain prospective employers and employees. Examples
of cases where highly skilled workers and larger retailers settled in neighbouring towns were highlighted during the
discussion. Some individuals felt that this issue was exacerbated by the high levels of deprivation (in certain areas only) and
the wide availability of zero-hour contracts within Daventry. There was a general consensus that there were opportunities to
grow and diversify the existing labour force, with the potential to expand into new sectors.

Cycling infrastructure was perceived as a double-edged sword, as some participants stated that the availability of cycling
routes in the town centre was good, whereas others emphasized that the existing cycle network was challenging, and in
parts, unsafe (one individual highlighted that just 20% of cycle paths met the national standard). Opportunities to improve
access and mobility within Daventry Town Centre focused on improving the provision of walking and cycling infrastructure.
Specifically, the development of a greater walking and cycling network (including a link to the railway station) and
improvements to wayfinding/signage along these routes will encourage the use of active travel modes.

Aligning with emerging trends

Unsafe streets

One individual suggested that joint collaboration with the Chamber of Commerce could help to identify new commerce
trends and seek out emerging lines of work. Unsurprisingly, individuals expressed concern over the economic uncertainty
of Covid-19 impacts, highlighting that it is likely that business operations (including recruitment procedures) will undergo
profound changes in Daventry Town Centre.

Many participants also felt that pavements in the town centre were unsafe and non-inclusive e.g. the lack of drop curves
meant that many areas in Daventry Town Centre are inaccessible for pushchairs and wheelchairs). Other factors such as
car-dominated streets and unsafe industrial estates reduce the overall accessibility of Daventry.

Industrial Estates
In addition, the industrial estate close to the A45 was noted as having a number of environmental challenges which need
to be overcome.

THE FUTURE OF RETAIL

Public transport
One individual advocated for a new integrated public transport system to be implemented, thereby linking Daventry Town
Centre with the wider area.

One-way system around Tesco
Another individual stated that the creation of a one-way system around Tesco could help to reduce congestion in Bowen
Square.

Compact town centre
The compactness of the centre and diversity of independent shops were considered as some of the key strengths of
Daventry Town Centre’s retail offering. In particular, pedestrianised areas and corner shops were noted as being particularly
high value.

Large retailers
One individual felt that was scope to attract new investment from new supermarkets and national fast food restaurants
and hotels. It should be highlighted that many participants were opposed to this idea. Some participants highlighted that a
larger retailer (potentially a supermarket) could help to draw in more people into the town centre. This drive could perhaps
be prompted by the completion of the new cinema complex.

Bowen Square
A lack of footfall in central areas was considered a key issue in terms of supporting the local economy. In addition, Bowen
Square was seen as a troublesome area which lacks initiative and a real purpose.

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
The Country Park and alternative open spaces
The Country Park and other existing green spaces were well regarded by the majority of respondents. There was a general
consensus that better access between the town centre and Country Park (including the provision of better wayfinding) and
the increased provision of green spaces in Daventry Town Centre (specifically for uses such as dog walking) are much
needed. Some respondents considered the Site B school proposal as a threat on the basis that developing the site would
result in a loss of green space.

Climate change emergency
A number of participants stated that the green actions within the Daventry Town Centre Vision 2035 offered a good
opportunity to engage the entire community on the Council’s climate change emergency declaration and its associated
implications.
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SOCIAL/DEMOGRAPHICS
Lack of community spirit
Participants voiced their concerns over the lack of cohesion and sense of community within Daventry. In particular,
participants cited the lack of cultural events and festivals as a key barrier to social mixing and integration. To combat this,
individuals emphasized the importance of social events and new opportunities to interact with others.

Community facilities
In particular, individuals advocated for developing and improving the main attractions within Daventry Town Centre. Of
note, participants brought forward ideas such as food markets, outdoor gyms, outdoor charging ports and the potential of
bringing the swimming pool back into use.

DESIGN

The High Street and Sheaf Street
Many participants spoke fondly of the High Street and Sheaf Street. Specifically, individuals regarded the architectural
form and medieval street grid as characterful features which should be maintained and enhanced in these areas. Some
individuals highlighted that the High Street and Sheaf Street could benefit from an increase in footfall as a result of the
opening of the new cinema complex. The re-purposing of historic streets such as the High Street and Sheaf Street were all
seen as key opportunities moving forward.

Bowen Square
There was a general consensus that drab aesthetics and areas of poor architectural merit (such as the buildings in Bowen
Square and premises leased to Waitrose, Aldi, Tesco and Costa) were perceived as key deterrents within the town centre.
Others highlighted that traffic congestion around Bowen Square and the evident lack of public seating (especially near the
Waitrose site) all posed key challenges for Daventry Town Centre. With the above in mind, the re-invention of Bowen Square
was seen as a key opportunity for the town. Some individuals emphasized the importance of providing attractive (and green)
pedestrian access between the key areas within Daventry Town Centre.
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WHAT MEMBERS
TOLD US...

Increased provision
of green spaces

Engage
community in
Council’s climate
change
emergency

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

Improved
access between
town centre and
Country Park

Focus on
improving the
quality and
diversity of
market stalls

Pedestrianise main
shopping areas

Improved public
transport links
serving wider area
Attract new
investment from a
larger retailer

Diversify (seek out
new sectors)
Grow and diversify
existing labour
force

Re-imagine Bowen
Square

THE FUTURE OF RETAIL

Re-purposing
(diversify)
High Street
and Sheaf
Street

Engage with the
Chamber of
Commerce to seek
out emerging
trends

Attractive and
green
pedestrian
routes

Outdoor gyms

Outdoor charging
ports
Bring
swimming
pool back into
use

ECONOMY/EMPLOYMENT
Social events e.g.
food markets

DESIGN

SOCIAL

Improved
wayfinding to
encourage use of
active travel
modes
Improved walking
and cycling
infrastructure

One-way system
around Tesco
Rapid transport
system

ACCESS AND MOBILITY
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5. SURVEY FINDINGS
This chapter sets out the key findings of our Phase 1 consultation survey, which members of the public were able to
respond to between 13th July and 16th August. The survey was available online. Hard copy surveys were available on request. The survey questions covered a broad range of topics, which aimed to gauge perceptions on the town centre and
its offering. Survey questions consisted of both closed and open-ended questions, allowing people to provide comments
on particular topics. For the full breakdown of all survey question responses, please see Appendix 3.
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profile of respondents
61%
61%
98%

of those who participated in this survey were female.

of individuals fell within either the 35-44, 45-54 and 55-64 age groups.

of respondents identiied as white.

UK National Statistics (2019 estimates)1 states that 0-17 year olds make up 20.9% of
the population of Daventry District, 58.6% are aged 18-64 and 20.6% are aged 65 or over.
Given the above, the results highlight an unrepresentative proportion of those aged 17 or
under completed the survey.
1

https://www.citypopulation.de/php/uk-admin.php?adm2id=E07000151
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visiting the town centre
The vast majority of respondents (552) visit the town centre to do their supermarket shopping. Other popular reasons to go into town include local retail shopping, recreation and exercise and the post office (garnering 353,349
and 319 responses respectively).
Over 400 respondents go into the town centre once or twice a week to do their supermarket shopping. Individuals
go into town on a monthly basis to access most other services.

83%
90%
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of respondents typically spend up to two hours in the town centre.
of individuals spend time in the town centre in the morning or afternoon.

what would encourage you to go to the town
centre more?
“Better range of shops, especially
menswear which is nonexistent in the
town currently”

“Events such as vegan markets and
Christmas markets”

“A bookshop would
be good. A green
space perhaps in
the town square
with wildlife and
flowers.”

“Restricting traffic, perhaps turning
the High Street into large pathways
not a road”

“Smoother pavements. Due to
my wife being wheelchair bound
and I being her wheelchair pusher, less ups and downs would be
most beneficial”

“I personally would like trendy bars,
and places for young professionals to
go after the working day”
“Greater access to arts and
community events”
“I would be using more if there was
any good restaurants or more attractive cafes and individual shops”
“The town should fund the restoration
of medieval/Georgian buildings as was
done with First Light Photographic on
the High Street”
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preferred transport modes
Travelling by car was the dominant mode of travel for all reasons listed. Unsurprisingly, car use was
particularly prevalent amongst those travelling to do their supermarket shopping. However, when categorised by age group, those under the age of 17 and those aged 64-75 predominantly walked to access
different activities and services within the town centre. People aged between 25-44 were tended to travel
by car more than other age groups.
Those living within the NN11 postcode (which covers the centre of Daventry) tended to travel to the town
centre using a range of transport modes such as on foot, by bicycle and by car. Those living outside the
NN11 postcode tended to rely upon cars for their travel needs.
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TOWN CENTRE Improvements
Over

50%

of respondents living with and outside of the NN11 postcode rate car parking as good within the

town centre.
Less than

5%

of individuals living within the NN11 postcode rated the cycle parking and electric vehicle park-

ing as good.

There was a general consensus that improvements to cycling infrastructure such
as parking, paths and lanes would most encourage people to travel into Daventry
Town Centre by bike or on foot. This was especially true amongst those aged 35 and
above.

Over 70% of those aged 75+ stated that the additional provision of seating and
benches would encourage people to walk or cycle around the town centre.

Over 50% of respondents believe that more trees and soft landscaping and improved street furniture would help to improve public and green spaces within Daventry Town Centre.
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NAVIGATION TO COUNTRY PARK
Overall, just

24%

of respondents perceive the walking route to the Country

Park to be very easily navigable.

22%
Over

of individuals stated that they have not ever walked the route.

50%

of individuals within the 35-44, 45-54, 55-64, 65-74 and 75+ age

groups believe that the walking route to the Country Park is either very easy or somewhat easy to navigate. This contrasts with the under 17 and 18-24 age groups, where
over 50% of each group rated the walking route as either somewhat difficult or very
difficult to navigate.
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current perceptions of the town centre

Only hair and beauty received over

20%

of ‘good’ ratings. Approximately 10% of individuals rated cafes,

pubs, restaurants and parks and open spaces as good. Over 70% of individuals rated the existing arts and culture
venues as poor.
An overwhelming majority of respondents (
quality.

86%

82%

) believe that the High Street is either of poor or average

of respondents rated the existing community facilities as either poor or average.
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do you think that there are any buildings
which could be revitalised?

“Moot Hall”

“The old Rectro Bar opposite the town
council offices should be bought back
into use.””

“Natwest bank, a beautiful building
left empty - this could have been a
great place for a restaurant/bar.”

“The building at the bottom of Sheaf
Street, now a childrens nursery, tons
of character going to waste...and the
site of the old Vauxhall garage is an
eyesore [...]”

“When the Unitary Council is
established, the council offices could be used as a hub for
small businesses or even flats.”

“Leisure centre should be completely
revamped”
“The outdoor pool area should be
turned back into an outdoor pool!”

“Units within the precinct between the
High Street and Bowen Square”
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“The Magistrates Court and Police Station
moved out of town and shops etc replace
them.”

areas for investment and improvement
Based on our rankings system, the three areas chosen as highest priority for investment and
improvement are:
1.

the High Street and Bishop’s Court (H);

2.

Bowen Square the bus station and New St car parking and retail areas (M);

3.

Sheaf Street parking and retail (L).

The lowest rating was given to the Retail Park, the Icon Centre and the Daventry District Council office (C) - i.e. respondents felt that this area is the lowest priority in relation to its need for investment and improvement.

H

M

L
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FOCUS OF THE VISION
Based on our rankings system, respondents highlighted that shops, green spaces and events should be the
focus of the Vision. Education and leaning, public art and offices/light industry places featured at the bottom
of the priority list.

Shops

Green Spaces

Events

in your own words, describe what kind of place
Daventry Town Centre should be in 2035?

“Daventry should be a place
people want to come to of an
evening for a great meal out.
It should be safe and pleasing
on the eye.”
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“A small vibrant market town,
with small specialist shops,
cafes and restaurants [...]”

“It should be a town that is
known for its cycle friendly
and family friendly features”
“A place which has not lost its
charm. It is a historic market town
which is proud of its history and
did not try and copy other towns.”

gateways and new developments
79%

of people living within the NN11 postcode (covering the centre of Daventry) do not wish to see more

residential development in Daventry Town Centre. By contrast, just

60%

if those not living within the NN11

postcode do not wish to see new residential developments in the town centre.
Over

50%

of respondents stated that gateway 4 (London Road/A45 roundabout) was in need of improve-

ment. Whilst those living outside the NN11 postcode appeared to feel indifferently about each of the gateways,
people living within the NN11 postcode showed a preference for Gateway 4.
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what are the town centre’s greatest untapped
opportunities?

“The old railway line, open up the
route as a cycle and walk-way to
Rugby.”

“Young creative hubs, café culture,
arts centres.”

“Use of the cinema building as an
arts hub, more modern facilities for
community and social groups.”
“Using the surrounding waterway
links to bring in business from the
canals and using them to build a
beautiful waterside cafe network.”

“Daventry needs a hook, something that makes it somewhere to
visit. Most of my friends wouldn’t
visit Daventry. It needs something
that builds into its history.”

“The town weekly markets used to be the best
in the area. There needs to be thoughts on how
to rejuvenate the markets. Look at the location.
Encourage more stalls. This is a big farming area
so why not more farmers markets.”
“Area A, B, Country Park and
Borough Hill (albeit outside of your
area) are very special since they
effectively define our town. What
we have is a Garden Town.” .”

“Being ahead of the curve when
it comes to online shopping and
what it will do to town centres.”
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“Being a vibrant small market
town. Bringing back traditional
shops, a market that people come
from miles around to attend.”

preferred communication methods

60%

Over
of respondents believe that social media is the best method of communication for
town-related news. This is closely followed by e-newsletters. However, breakdowns by age groups
show that those aged 64 and above prefer to receive updates through e-newsletters and printed

70%

and posted flyers, in contrast to over
of those in the 25-34 and 35-44 age brackets,
who instead favour receiving news updates via social media.

Preferred communication methods for all
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the survey responses and workshop findings, we have identified a number of key challenges and opportunities
to be addressed within the 2035 Vision. All items to be considered have been categorised by scale, namely: site-specific, area-specific and town-wide initiatives. These key themes are considered to reflect the scope of work involved in
developing a robust and achievable Vision document. In addition to the themed recommendations below, a number of
strategic-level recommendations were developed to help guide the next stage of the visioning process.
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Daventry
Centre
VisionVISION
2035 2035
DAVENTRYTown
TOWN
CENTRE
(phase
2
recommended
approach)
PHASE 2 RECOMMENDED MULTI-SCALE APPROACH

STRATEGIC-LEVEL RECOMMENDATIONS

S1: The Draft Town Centre Vision 2035 should be consulted on to ensure community and key stakeholder input.
S2: It is recommended that the Vision is adopted by Daventry District Council and Daventry Town Council prior to the
financial year end 2020/21 (31st March 2021).

S3: We consider that the Vision should address three geographic scales: a) Town Centre-wide (including linkages
with areas outside of the town centre), b) Area-Specific (Such as the High Street, Sheaf Street etc), c) Site-Specific
proposals The areas identified in Phase 1 may be adapted in Phase 2 to better align with the findings of this
consultation. This three-pronged approach will help to encapsulate the range of ideas captured within the initial

Town-Wide

consultation phase.

S4: A Public Realm Strategy should be prepared which provides urban design analysis and proposals across the
town centre.

S5: The Daventry Town Centre Vision 2035 should be interactive and visually compelling. It is considered that the

Area-Specific

inclusion of visual elements and design principles is key to elucidating proposals.

S6: To maintain a high degree of achievability, recommendations should undergo deliverability testing and a
scoping review by the project team to ensure that actions included within the Daventry Town Centre Vision 2035 are
robust, purposeful and deliverable.

Site-Specific

S7: An Action Plan should be created which clearly sets out the Vision’s agreed actions, timing, responsibility,
funding streams etc as appropriate. This Action Plan should be a ‘living document’ and be regularly monitored (at least
annually).

MULTI-SCale approach

S8: We recommend that an Advisory Group (or similar) is created consisting of key stakeholders such as local
businesses, public sector officers and members to lead and monitor the implementation the Vision and Action Plan.
This Advisory Group should be managed by Daventry District Council together with Daventry Town Council. Given
that Daventry District will be replaced by West Northamptonshire Council in April 2021 the involvement of West
Northampshire Council as a partner and stakeholder will be important for the delivery of the Vision.

S9: In order for the Vision to be a ‘living document’, the Action Plan will be created and held on an interactive webbased tool which will help to streamline the annual review process. It is envisioned that this complementary measure
will provide a degree of transparency to the monitoring process, enabling individuals to keep track of project funding,
the roles of leading organisations and project phasing.

S10: Where applicable, the 2035 Vision should advocate for the temporary trialling of initiatives. This approach will
help to assess the feasibility and demand for various initiatives before committing potentially abortive resources.
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town-wide initiatives
TW1 Interventions which seek to boost the night-time economy offering should be encouraged through the 2035 Vision.
In particular, uses which encourage social mixing should be prioritised.

TW2 There is potential to build on the legacy of the existing market through the diversification of its existing offering
and potential re-location to a more suitable, purpose-built space. The Vision should consider the potential feasibility and
weigh up the costs / benefits of such a relocation.

TW3 There is potential for the development of an intuitive marketing app which can be downloaded by all. The purpose
of this app would be for local tradesman to market their goods and services to the community of Daventry.

TW4 Walking and cycling infrastructure is considered a key area for improvement within Daventry Town Centre. Central
to this, there is a need to establish a better walking and cycling network which links areas within the town centre and
nearby areas such as the Country Park and Borough Hill. Changes to the walking and cycling network would require an
assessment of the wider implications any changes would have on key transport routes. It would be beneficial to involve
and engage with statutory bodies and key stakeholders in these discussions. Adequate provision of secure cycle parking/
storage, cycle paths and routes should also be a key aim of the 2035 Vision.

TW5 Improvements to the bus network (increased frequency, more diverse route destinations) would help to fulfil the
local community’s need of accessing nearby towns (Rugby, Northampton, Coventry) for key services. In addition, it is considered that residents residing in nearby villages may travel into Daventry Town Centre more often if a robust bus network
is developed as part of the 2035 Vision. If implemented, this could help to secure increased footfall in central retail areas.
The 2035 Vision could also help to establish what the needs and demands are for different bus routes through advocating
the development of a supplementary public transport strategy.

TW6 The retention, enhancement and development of new green and open spaces within Daventry Town Centre should
be prioritised. Through realising the full potential of Daventry’s open spaces, the local community could benefit from securing new green spaces which could be used for leisure, sport and community purposes. It is noted that there is a need
for centralised spaces for daily use e.g. dog walking, running. This should be addressed through the visioning process.

TW7 Soft landscaping measures such as planters and new saplings should be employed within the town centre. Their
proposed locations should be decided upon as part of the visioning process.

TW8 There is potential to diversify the existing offering at the Country Park. In acknowledgement of the diverse interests of the local community, there is scope to incorporate a range of sporting activities (outdoor swimming, water sports,
running trails) within the Country Park. All activities should be subject to an initial feasibility review within the 2035 Vision.

TW9

There is a strong case for the provision of more cultural facilities, whether it be through re-purposing existing

buildings or earmarking new areas to fulfil this purpose. It is envisioned that investing in community assets would provide spaces for social mixing and integration. A number of assets were highlighted as having potential for co-locating
services. These included the Icon Innovation Centre and the new cinema. Opportunities to provide spaces for cultural and
community purposes (both in existing assets and in new spaces) should be assessed as part of the visioning process, and
the outcomes of this assessment should be included within the 2035 Vision document.
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TW10 The implementation of a more extensive local community events calendar, which includes a diverse range of
activities, events and exhibitions held throughout the year. It is hoped that the re-purposing and/or provision of new
community spaces will assist in accommodating these events. It is recommended that new events are developed and
promoted by Daventry Town Council and Daventry District Council (soon to be West Northamptonshire Council), in collaboration with local community forums.

TW11 Social media and e-newsletters should be the primary modes of communication to involve the local community. A communication strategy should be developed by the project team, Daventry District Council and Daventry Town
Council to engage the local community on matters relating to the 2035 Vision. It was noted that the Phase 1 consultation
received a low response rate from young people (under 18s). Phase 2 should address this through sensitively targeting
younger groups. It is hoped that regular updates will help to build a level of trust between all parties.

TW12 Through the consultation survey exercise, it was acknowledged that Gateway 4 (more commonly known as the
London Road/A45 roundabout) is in need of improvement. The 2035 Vision should seek to assess how this gateway and
other gateways can best be enhanced.

TW13 The historic assets within the town centre are seen as core elements of Daventry’s identity. It is recommended that these historic assets are preserved and enhanced through the 2035 Vision. Furthermore, the development of
site-specific proposals should carefully consider how best to individually conserve and enhance historic assets within
each set area. Opportunities to further maintain and enhance the quality of Daventry’s heritage assets (i.e. through the
setting up of a separate Trust to manage assets) should be considered.

TW14 Installing clear, branded wayfinding would help to improve the legibility within Daventry Town Centre. The 2035
Vision should seek to develop design principles for new wayfinding signage.

TW15 The provision of street furniture (e.g. benches, tables) is regarded as a high priority within the town centre, to
ensure the town is fully inclusive and accessible to all generations. Site-specific proposals should seek to integrate street
furniture within their designs.

TW16 Free parking is seen as a key attractor to Daventry Town Centre. Despite this, it was highlighted that there were
key stressors on the road network, with congestion caused by the Bowen Square Car Park being a key threat and annoyance amongst locals. It is considered that there are opportunities to improve car parking within Daventry Town Centre to
allow for optimal parking conditions and reduced pressure on the road network. It is recommended that a supplementary
Car Parking Strategy is undertaken to align with the aims of the 2035 Vision.
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area-specific proposals
HIGH STREET & BISHOP’S COURT (H) and
SHEAF STREET RETAIL & PARKING AREAS
(L)
•

It is considered that there is scope for new initiatives
which seek to build a more cohesive and vibrant town
centre setting.

•

A more flexible retail structure is welcomed within
Daventry Town Centre. Flexibility, diversity, functionality
and innovation should be at the heart of all new town
centre initiatives. Central to the above, the trialling of
pop-up shops and loosening of retail premise contract
durations were raised in the consultation workshops.

•

Soft landscaping measures such as planters and new
saplings should be employed within the town centre.

•

String lighting.

•

Interventions which seek to boost the night-time economy
offering should be encouraged through the 2035 Vision.

BOWEN SQUARE, BUS STATION AND
NEW STREET RETAIL & PARKING AREAS
(M)
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•

It is considered that there are opportunities to re-imagine
car parking within Daventry Town Centre to allow for
optimal parking conditions and reduced pressure on
the road network. Ideas such as the retainment of free
centralised car parking and the implementation of a
one-way system around Tesco were raised within the
workshops.

•

The provision of street furniture (e.g. benches, tables)
is regarded as a high priority within the town centre, to
ensure the town is fully inclusive and accessible to all
generations.

•

Propose initiatives which seek to improve the public realm
and aesthetics of Bowen Square.

site-specific proposals
There are a number of underutilised buildings and sites within Daventry Town
Centre which could benefit from improvement and/or re-purposing. These
sites include: Rectro Bar, the High Street, Sheaf Street, the Market Square,
the Magistrates Court, the Icon Innovation Centre, the former swimming pool
site, the existing police station and the Holy Cross Church. Each potential site
identified in the Vision should be identified and include a site profile setting
out its existing social and historic contribution to the town as well as other key
factors such as whether it is public or private ownership etc.

RECTRO BAR, POLICE STATION, MAGISTRATES
COURT
•
•

Assess the potential for re-purposing these buildings for community purposes
Each potential site identified in the Vision should be identified and include a
site profile setting out its existing social and historic contribution to the town
as well as other key factors such as whether it is public or private ownership
etc.

HOLY CROSS CHURCH
•
•
•

Diversify existing uses – open church up for more community events
Continue trial of outdoor theatre on site
Improve connectivity of the church site with adjacent areas e.g. the High
Street, DDC offices

MARKET SQUARE
•
•
•

Consider the opportunity of re-locating the market to the Market Square
Improve the distinctiveness of the site by implementing design principles i.e.
string lighting, more street furniture, branded signage, planters
Consider proposals which seek to pedestrianise the Market Square

ICON CENTRE
•
•

Assess the ability for more diverse use of the Centre
Identify potential issues with existing contractual agreements i.e. issues
which prevent the Centre being open for a wide range of public events

NEW CINEMA
•

Improve public realm around cinema to encourage footfall around the
High Street

•

Assess the ability to diversify existing uses to include art and culture
facilities

•

Create a vibrant setting in associated new restaurants
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7. appendices
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appendix 1
Leaflet distributed to households to raise awareness of the Daventry Town Centre
Vision 2035 Phase 1 consultation

Page 1 of leaflet (front)

Page 2 of leaflet (back)
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appendix 2
Publicity - local newspaper and radio interview extracts

https://www.northamptonchron.co.uk/business/ambitious-new-vision-daventry-will-see-town-centre-grow-and-evolve-2914033

https://www.northantslive.news/news/northamptonshire-news/major-project-daventry-town-2035-4321550

Radio interview (at 2h48min)
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p08jfl7f

https://www.daventryexpress.co.uk/business/ambitious-new-vision-daventry-will-see-town-centre-grow-and-evolve-2914033
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appendix 3
Survey results - full analysis
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